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ABSTRACT
In team sports, decision-making is defined as the tactical choices
that players make based on their understanding of the current
situation. Previous studies have developed virtual reality prototypes
to train decision-making. However, the training of decision-making
skills for professional Australian Football League (AFL) players
is still unexplored. We are collaborating with AFL specialists to
validate components of decision-making training prototype that
would benefit their athletes. The study proposes design guidelines
for a virtual reality experience for decision-making training for
AFL players based on the result of the decision-making training
experiment using the prototype developed. This paper presents the
work in progress, covering preliminary results from a prototyping
workshop investigating the design and future deployment of a
virtual reality prototype. Among the current findings, we identify
the importance of spatial awareness and propose methods to elevate
the spatial awareness of AFL players inside the virtual reality space.
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INTRODUCTION

Team sports share many characteristics despite being played by
different rules. Among these characteristics is the need to dynamically make decisions and decide on actions to take during the game,
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which is commonly known as tactical decision-making or tactics.
In team sports, players perform decision-making when they utilise
their knowledge and assessment of the current state of play to
trigger meaningful actions. Good decision-making by players can
create an unpredictable situation for the opposing team, providing
players with an advantage for their team. This decision-making by
players in team sports results in an interaction between the players and is an essential component of training alongside physical
training [12].
Computer-mediated methods have been used by researchers to
train the decision-making skills of athletes in sports such as basketball due to their ability to produce and present play scenarios
[14, 19]. In these scenarios, a virtual environment was used to train
pattern recognition. Especially in team sports, pattern recognition
is a vital component of the decision-making process for elite athletes that involves the ability to recollect previous experiences to
recognise the current patterns of play [4]. Connected to this concept
is spatial awareness, which refers to the ability of athletes to understand where their body is in space in relation to objects or other
people. Therefore, a good spatial awareness presents an opportunity to enhance the decision-making skills of athletes, i.e.: being
aware of the position of other team members facilitates decisions
about the direction they should pass the ball. Hence, computermediated decision-making training requires a virtual environment
that supports and strengthens an athlete’s spatial awareness.
Virtual reality has the potential to deliver training experiences
because it offers an immersive environment. By providing players
with the same point of view as athletes on the physical field, an
immersive environment can provide transferable decision-making
training [14]. Furthermore, virtual reality also facilitates functionalities that are difficult to perform in a physical field, such as point of
view switching and pausing a scenario. The elements that support
these functionalities are what we refer to as design components.
As decision-making is predominantly based on observing and interpreting a play situation, we hypothesise that integrating such
design components would affect decision-making training.
In this paper, we present design guidelines for virtual reality experiences that support AFL players’ decision-making. These guidelines are the result of a preliminary participatory workshop with
coaches and technology managers at an Australian Football League
team. For future work, we will investigate the effects of these design components when deployed for virtual reality decision-making
training.
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it benefits from providing situations that feel realistic for the users,
even in the virtual space. This study collaborates with an Australian
Football League club to provide domain expertise to determine the
impact of virtual reality in training decision-making.

2 RELATED WORKS
2.1 Virtual Reality and Sports
Decision-Making Training
The current state of the art of decision-making training in the Australian Football League uses video that relies on recorded footage
of a match and 2D simulation of the players’ position on a virtual
map [10]. The recorded footage is used to show players a game
situation where decision-making is performed by the players inside
the footage. At the same time, the map provides more context about
the position of other team members and the opponents, which the
footage does not cover.
This current method lacks resemblance to the real match that
players compete in. Interactive computer-mediated sports training
is one solution to this issue [14, 19]. Three different areas are suggested to be crucial when developing computer-mediated sports
training [8]:
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• Context characteristics which refer to the relation between
the set-up of the virtual environment and the real-life context.
• Movement patterns which refer to how the action performed
inside the game should reflect the rules of the sport.
• Perceptual reactions which refers to the way players perceive
a situation, react accordingly, and anticipate situations.
The areas of design argued signify the need for a system to have
a clear relationship to the sports being trained. This can be done
by providing user interaction and perceptual cues through visual,
auditory, or haptic sensation. Virtual reality is able to address these
requirements by providing an immersive environment that represents real-world situations. Virtual reality is also able to incorporate
physical movement to make the experience more natural [5, 14, 19].
A study investigating virtual reality training for decision-making
in basketball found that virtual reality experiences led to better oncourt performance than the computer-mediated non-virtual reality
counterpart[14]. The possible transferable learning might relate to
the sense of presence that virtual reality can induce. This presence
refers to the feeling of "being there", hence promoting virtual reality
as a good solution as a transferable training approach [7].

2.2

METHOD

This study uses an iterative design approach for the research and
develops a series of virtual reality training prototypes for experimental evaluation of AFL players to investigate the effectiveness of
design choices that result in improved decision-making training.
The first step we took is an investigation of the current approach
to train decision-making. This was followed by the identification
of core components for the training, which were then developed as
a virtual reality prototype. We investigated the current version of
the prototype through a workshop with target users. The results
of the workshop were analysed to inform the further development
of the prototype. This process will be repeated one more time. The
final prototype developed will be used in an experiment to evaluate
the design components (see figure 1).

Figure 1: Virtual reality training prototype design and development procedure
In this study, we collaborate with an Australian Football League
(AFL) club as domain experts to provide guidance and test the
prototype through workshops and future experiments. The base
components for the virtual reality prototype that we have implemented derive from the AFL partner current training approach,
suggestions, and additional components that we have identified
from past studies [15, 19].

Virtual Reality and Participatory Design

Participatory research design incorporates direct collaboration between researchers, stakeholders, community members, or others
with insider knowledge and lived expertise [17]. The collaboration
allows researchers to represent the interests of a target group by
collaborating with relevant stakeholders who actively provide inputs and suggestions towards important design components of the
project.
The use of participatory research design for virtual reality sports
training is still limited. However, other research has used participatory design to develop a virtual reality application for surgical
training [1] and fire fighting training [9]. Similar to a sports match
context, these situations demonstrated users performing decisionmaking in a high-pressure environment. Their studies showed that
the virtual reality experience developed using a participatory design increased the user experience and generated sense of realism
for users. As decision-making requires understanding the situation,

3.1

Prototype Design and Development

The current design components of the virtual reality training application are an interactive ball, a virtual environment, a virtual avatar,
movement within the virtual world, the virtual game board, and
the user role. The prototype is developed using Unity Engine with
a multi-user interaction ability provided by Normcore for Unity.
The prototype is deployed in Oculus Quest 1 and 2 platforms.
The virtual environment of the prototype replicates the experience and layout of an authentic Australian Football League field.
The field contains 3D models of balls, goalposts, and field lines
designed to match their real-world counterparts. Furthermore, the
prototype allows multiple players to access the virtual space simultaneously. These players can also interact and talk to each other,
resulting in communication similar to regular on-field practices.
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(a) User holding the ball

(b) Ball trail
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(c) Game board

Figure 2: Features of the virtual reality prototype
User movement in the virtual space is performed by physical
movement or by using the Oculus Quest controllers. To interact
with the environment users are required to move physically to
simulate the action they are performing and also pressing a button
on the oculus quest controller to interact with the virtual objects
(i.e., performing a throwing motion with both of their hands while
pressing the trigger button of the right controller to throw the ball).
Interaction with the virtual ball is vital to provide the users with
actions that feel natural when performed in the virtual world. In
this prototype, the users can interact with the ball by using their
hands and controller to grab or throw the ball. As for kicking action,
we are planning to incorporate the feature in the next iteration,
to prevent safety issues with balance in virtual reality, kicking
action will be performed by a button press. Moreover, we have
incorporated a ball trail feature where the environment shows the
ball’s path over the last few seconds. This feature has an option to
be turned on and off. As the ball trail shows the ball trajectory to
the players, our aim with this feature is to provide information for
the users to understand the ball’s movement.
Furthermore, the prototype provides a game board for the users
to mark a specific position, move the non-playable avatars, and
create annotations. The strategy board is a feature to represent
a whiteboard/presentation slide used by coaches to explain the
current state of play to the players in Australian Football League
training.
The current virtual space uses a virtual avatar to represent users.
An additional set of non-playable character objects facilitates a
scenario that supports the same number of players as in an actual
match. The virtual reality experience lets the user choose between
the role of player or coach at the beginning of the experience. The
role that users have selected determines the actions that they can
perform inside the field (see table 1).

3.2

physically. We ran two sessions of a workshop with three domain
experts participating in each session.
In the beginning, the researchers explained the functionality of
the prototype and set up the head-mounted display for the domain
experts. One research assistant also deployed the virtual reality
application to record in-application actions of the domain experts
and guide them when facing difficulties.
During the workshop, domain experts were informally asked
various questions about their opinion of the currently applied components and for their suggestions on refining the components. The
domain experts activities inside and outside the prototype’s virtual
environment were video recorded. There were three types of data
gathered from the workshop: video recordings, photos, and verbal comments. Data was collected and analysed to develop design
guidelines that will affect the development of components for the
next iteration version of the prototype.

4

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

The prototype workshop that we conducted involved five members
of the Australian Football Club consisting of three technical department members and two team coaches. The first session of the
workshop involved one football analyst and two technical department members. The second session involved one football analyst
and two coaches (the football analyst participated in both sessions).
Several domain experts compared the virtual objects with the
real objects and noted that the avatar style and the goal post sizing
were not similar enough to the real counterparts. Most of the domain experts expressed satisfaction with the quality of the virtual
environment presented. Some domain experts commented on how
they think it is "awesome" or "cool" when referring to the virtual
environment, objects, and the actions they could perform.
The interaction with objects requires a combination of pressing
a controller button, and physical movement, which occasionally
posed a problem for some domain experts. We identified this problem by observing how users repeated their attempts to interact
with objects using movements. However, their action did not work
as they had not pressed the button. The problem with using the
controller was most evident during the interaction with the ball
or the game board. One domain expert who used a virtual reality
device before could interact with the objects inside the virtual space
more easily than the others. Some of the domain experts who had
never used virtual reality equipment before held the virtual reality

Prototype Workshop

Our current progress covers the prototype workshop for our first
virtual reality experience prototype iteration. In this study, we gathered informal feedback on the prototype from AFL club members
as domain experts.
Multiple domain experts used the virtual reality experience prototype simultaneously. The space in the training room was sufficient
for four users to move around without colliding with each other
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Table 1: Actions that each role can perform
Actions
Switch to non-playable avatars point of view
Teleportation to marked position
Open the game board
Create annotation on the board
Create, pick up, and throw the ball
Create a position mark on the board
Move non-playable avatars across the field
controller wrongly and performed less physical movement than
others.
The domain expert who participated in both workshop sessions
took the initiative to present a training scenario to the others by
arranging the position of the non-playable characters inside the
virtual reality experience. The current scenario generation method
was sufficient to showcase the position of players but not for simulating their movement, which was important to provide a dynamic
scenario. Another component that we tested is the ability to temporarily switch the point of view by possessing the body of a nonplayable character to observe the situation from their position. The
domain experts commented that the possession component could
be helpful for future training.
Furthermore, suggestions made by domain experts included:

Coach Role
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

In the workshop, domain experts assessed the virtual reality
space by comparing objects with their real counterparts. We can
assume that the ability to present realistic-looking objects is important for their decision-making process. The importance of the
similarity of an object’s appearance was discussed again at the end
of the workshop. The domain experts took us to their training field
to explain the difference in width between the real goal post and the
virtual goal post. These differences were observed early in the workshop session by the majority of the domain experts. Furthermore,
there was an issue during the workshop where the avatar and ball
assets used depicted rugby instead of Australian football. Domain
experts spotted these differences from the virtual avatar’s scrum
cap, which is a protective headgear that is not used in Australian
Football League (see figure 3b). These differences between the two
sports is an aspect that authors overlooked during the development
of the prototype.
These differences between the actual objects and virtual counterparts might influence performance in virtual reality training. A
study [13] investigated user performance when the size of hands
and objects at hand is changed. The result shows that the change
influences user performance when moving objects to a particular
point [13]. Relating the study to our findings suggests that the
difference in goal post size might result in the wrong estimation
of the distance between a certain position and the goal post. Incorrect estimation of distance and sizing could lead to poor player
performance.
Similarly to the aim of implementing a point of view switching
component in our study, Cardin et al. [2] argued that point of view
switching could increase the player’s experience by putting them in
another player’s perspective. This method relates to observing the
current context of the game from a perspective other than what a
player can generally experience. Other suggestions acted this point
further (i.e., by the ability to pause a scenario, translate annotations
from the board to virtual view to see the instruction directly on the
virtual field). These suggestions are something that virtual reality
can facilitate.
During the workshop, we also noticed lower confidence and
performance in performing actions and navigating through space
for domain experts that have never used virtual reality equipment
before. This phenomenon became evident in the domain experts’
hesitation to move around the designated space and problems interacting with the virtual objects (i.e., problems catching the ball
depicted in figure 3a). During the workshop, researchers would
intervene and guide the struggling domain experts. However, in the
future where the prototype is deployed for an experiment where

- Add functionality to pause a scenario at any given time to
provide players with time to analyse the current situation,
increase the player’s spatial awareness, and support decisionmaking.
- At the moment, the prototype only allows for a typical ball
pass method. This leads to the suggestion for functionality
to perform a handball action to pass the ball from one player
to another. Handball is an Australian Football method of
passing where the ball is held in the palm of one hand while
the other hand strikes it with a clenched fist.
- Provide an alphabetic code system to denote each character’s
role in the field (including for the non-playable characters as
well). This system will follow the team’s current approach
of training where they use alphabetic code to explain and
assess the roles of each player (i.e.: "D" for a defender, "MF"
for a midfielder)
- Translate annotations that are drawn on the game board to
the field. This will allow players to see annotations given by
the coach in the virtual environment without looking at the
board.
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Player Role
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
-

DISCUSSION

Providing a virtual environment that provides a high level of spatial
awareness is vital in computer-mediated training of team sports
[3]. During the prototype workshop, users gave commented on
the virtual space and objects. "Spatial awareness" is a term that
was mentioned by domain experts and they have related this to
how "good" the virtual environment was for them to perform their
actions. The comments signified that some extent of presence occurred inside the virtual reality space [7].
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(a) Domain expert missed their chance to catch the ball (yellow line
indicating ball trajectory)
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(b) Virtual avatar representing players

Figure 3: Images from prototype workshop
the researchers will not have direct contact with users, this struggle
could affect to the experience and performance of players.
The difference in the performance between domain experts with
and without virtual reality experience may be explained by the level
of instruction and VR training provided. These were insufficient to
familiarise themselves with the equipment. Furthermore, there is
also a possibility of reduced confidence in domain experts without
virtual reality experience. A study found that having a tutorial stage
at the beginning of the experience can boost user confidence and
spatial awareness while using virtual reality equipment [6].

6

able to pause these scenarios to observe the situation at a specific
point in time.
We intend to use a quasi-experimental design to assess the usability of the virtual reality experience, the decision-making quality,
and the level of presence felt by users. With coach collaboration,
we will adapt Lorains’ decision-making performance analysis notational system to grade the decision-making made by AFL players
[11]. Furthermore, a questionnaire consisting of questions relating to presence and usability in virtual reality space will be given
[16, 18]. By the end of the study, we aim to use the result to propose
design guidelines for virtual reality decision-making training for
AFL athletes to be adapted for different sports and decision-making
training.

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The preliminary study was based on five domain experts who participated in the study’s prototyping workshop. However, the domain
experts who participated in the workshop were members of the
Australian Football League club, competing at a national level, each
with years of AFL experience.
In proposing the design elements for our work we have involved
Australian Football League experts to formulate a training that
would be related to their regular training. However, we acknowledge that transferability of training to the real game performance
will be a challenge in this work. Real game performance involves a
situation that can be completely unpredictable and also ever changing, while in our work we will only be able to provide finite set of
scenarios. The artificial intelligence of the non-playable characters
will also be limited. Furthermore, in our work, we does not include
leg movement tracking and any kicking actions will be performed
through a button press instead of an actual kicking motion. Due to
this, some differences between the our training and normal in-field
training are expected.
Our future work will refine the current virtual reality experience
version based on the data we gained from the prototype workshop.
This includes but is not limited to: changing the avatar and ball
objects of the experience to match Australian Football, adding a
handball function for the players to pass the ball, providing an
alphabetic code system that represents a character’s role in the
field, and translating annotations drawn on the game board to the
field. Furthermore, we will add pre-defined scenarios designed in
collaboration with the coaches of the AFL team and players will be

7

CONCLUSIONS

Professional players in team sports perform decision-making based
on their understanding of the situation. Spatial awareness plays
an important role when it comes to making decisions on deciding
which direction they should move or to whom they can pass the
ball in their possession and therefore is important when training
decision-making.
This study prototyped a virtual reality experience to provide AFL
players with decision-making training that promotes their spatial
awareness. Our findings from the prototype workshop present four
points to be considered when designing such training experience:
• A tutorial that introduces users to the equipment and demonstrates users’ actions inside the virtual reality space.
• Virtual objects and environments that present a similar look
to the actual counterpart.
• Any physical actions users should perform to generate action
in virtual reality space should imitate the actual actions in
physical space.
• Additional features to enhance a user’s understanding of the
current situation can be presented. The findings recommend
the implementation of time modification and an additional
point of view functionality.
The next step of our study is to use our current findings to
improve the current state of the prototype by consulting with our
domain experts. When the prototype is fully developed, we will
use it to investigate the effect of these components when deployed
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as a virtual reality training experience for decision-making. Our
current hypothesis is that providing increased functionality to allow
a greater understanding of the current state of play will benefit the
decision-making performance of AFL players. The completion of
this study will produce design guidelines for the implementation of
design components to support suggested functionalities allowing
virtual reality developers and researchers similar virtual reality
training situations.
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